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Stationary process 

• Stochastic process whose joint probability 
distribution does not change with time 

• We can ‘relax’ into Weak Sense Stationarity 
because we are interested in the properties of 
the first two moments: 
• No matter what the time shift, the mean value of 

the signal is the same  in time 

• The variance of the signal doesn’t change with 
time 

• We can try and fall on this assumption until the 
event occurs. Trials CRs would follow WSS until 
feedback time. 



Weak sense stationarity and 
trials 

• Taking Confidence Ranking measurements for a event’s 
two outcomes  can be approximated in the short term to 
drawing samples from a stationary signal source. 

• What is our trials’ signal source ? 

• A superposition of: 
• Raw perceptions data channel for the event 

• Viewer perceptions ‘download’ 

• Confidence ranking – ‘squeezing in’ [-7, 7] as the final sample 

• The resulting signal is signal drawn from a composite 
signal source that involves: 
• Raw signal source for the event 

• Viewer and judge (CR approximation of similarity) 



What is stationary in nature ? 

• The Delta Confidence ranking signal in each ARV project can 
be assumed to be Weak Sense Stationary until the event 
occurs, so it would have the properties of a WSS process 
within a restricted time window until the event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Trial Delta signal samples – samples drawn from the 
underlying ‘event’s CR signal source’ 



How would Delta signal look like for a 
large number of trials ? 

Original blue image source:  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_noise#mediaviewer/File:White_noise.svg 



Signal 

• We can assume the Delta signal follows a stationary process 
model characterized by a Normal distribution of unknown 
mean called the signal level of the event Signal   and constant  

    variance sigma that we will calculate from all our projects. 

Ratio between the signal component and the standard 
deviation, taken as the argument of the 20*log10 function is the 
sampled Signal-to-noise ratio of the data channel, and is 
expressed in Decibels. 

Signal = 0 means no overall target contact or the event is purely  

50-50  

               > 0  means outcome 1 is more likely 

               < 0  means outcome 2 is more likely 
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How can the signal emerge 
from noise ? 

• Currently our judging of multiple trials projects is the 
answer 

• The Drift signal: 

• DriftSignal[k] = DeltaSignal [1]  + DeltaSignal [2] + … 
DeltaSignal [k],  k=1..N  

 follows a random walk with drift model: 

DriftSignal [k] = DriftSignal[k-1] + Signal    + [k]  e 

Noise component  
drawn from N(0, sigma    ) 

2 Drift component  



Random walk with drift 

• I assert that the Drift signal follows a random 
walk with drift model 

• After sufficient number of trials, we can measure 
the level of confidence of the drift component 
emerging from the noise, as long as we assume 
that sigma, the standard deviation measured 
over all projects, is a global statistical constant 
irrespective of the event, but only on the viewer, 
judge and viewing conditions. 

• Enough talk from me  



If we divide Drift[N] by SQRT(N) * sigma we get the Z-score giving us the confidence 
level that the cumulative observations of N ARV trials are above the noise level of the  
data channel with a specific probability. 



Engineering task 

• For each project: 
• The average of the Delta signal is a sampled estimate 

of the Signal   component associated to the event 

• Drift[N] = sum of all Delta signal samples = sum CR 
Outcome 1 – sum CR Outcome 2 

• Drift[N] divided by SQRT(N) * sigma = Z[N] – the Z 
score of the ARV project after N ARV trials 

• To use all this math: Calculate sigma over all projects 
on file.  

• Calculate Drift[N] for a project, Z[N] and derive the 
probability of the set of observations being a precog 
signal as 1 – 2*ZScoreProbability1Tailed(Z[N]) 
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To calculate the global sigma 
• Means to calculate a standard deviation estimate over all projects and 

trials, including the ones you don’t know the outcome for, by discarding 
the estimate signal component from each one, as if they all came from a 
single data channel. 

• It’s all done in Quantum Harvester with QH projects 
• A confidence level calculator from third party data should be coming in 

the medium term future. Here’s a snapshot from Quantum Harvester – 
Signal Detector release 
 



Delta   is the Delta signal of  
project i  
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